
Binary Search

Quickly find an element in a previously sorted array.

CIS 210
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Linear Search First

Suppose we want to find the value val = 5 in this sorted
array.  Linear search uses the brute-force-method:

look at each element in turn until we see val
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loc

Is that it?     No
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Is that it?     No
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Is that it?     Yes.

We were a bit lucky.  We may have had to search
all or most of the list.
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left=0 right=9
first initialize range of search

Binary Search
Binary search uses a divide-and-conquer 
strategy.  The first thing to do is look in the 
middle.
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So probe the middle location:
    loc = (left+right)/2 = (0+9)/2 = 4

That contains an 8, which is larger than the
value 5 we are looking for.

loc=4
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loc = 4

Now we can throw away
everything in the right half
since all values there are too
large.

left=0
adjust:
right = loc-1 = 3

Adjust the search range (remember, we are looking for 5).
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left right

loc = (3+0)/2 = 1

Again, we look in the middle of the search range.  It
contains 3, which is smaller than what we are looking
for (key = 5).  So, ignore the left side.
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left = loc+1 right

Repeat the process: again look in the middle of the
(new) search range.
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left right

loc

Now when we look at loc, we find our key.
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comparison#1

comparison #2

comparison #3

We made a total of 3 probes in the array.



Binary Search Performance

Binary search makes at most

          log2 n + 1

probes into an array of n elements.

This is much better than n probes for a linear search.



Example:

Let n = 32768.

Linear search:  32768 probes (worst case)

Binary search: 16 probes (worst case)

(the average case would be 32768 / 2 = 16384
versus 16 - 1 = 15 probes)



 //Use binary search to determine if value is in the list
    public void findValue(int val){
                boolean found = false;
                int left =0;
                int right = n-1;
                int loc=-1;
                while (!found && (left<=right)){

//look in the middle of the range
loc = (left+right)/2;
if (list[loc] == val) 
         found = true;
else {
             if (list[loc]<val) //val is large, so in the right half

left = loc+1;
             else

right = loc-1; // val is small, so in the left half   }    
    }

                 if (found) 
   System.out.println ("The number "+val+" is in position "+loc+".");

                 else
   System.out.println ("The number "+val+" is not in the list.");

    } //findValue


